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RETRODIRECTIVE ANTENNA SYSTEM

Julius A. Kaiser

ABSTRACT

Two retrodirective antenna systems that autonomously point high gain beams to a
signal source without requiring a priori knowledge of location are described . The first
is a stationary phased array requiring no phase shifters or switches for its operation .
The second is a steerable platform with a thinned receive array for signal acquisition
and platform pointing and dish(es) to satisfy the high gain function.
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INTRODUCTION

In situations requiring high gain antennas in order to achieve high data rates, and
where relative locations of the sources are unknown and/or unstable, an autonomous
retrodirective system becomes an attractive alternative to systems that require pointing
vectors to point the high gain antennas . Two systems that automatically form high
gain beams in the direction of a received signal arriving from anywhere in a
hemisphere are described . The beam that is formed may come either from a stationary
phased array or from a dish mounted on a steerable platform and made to point to the
signal source.

Described are retrodirective antenna systems using a thinned receive array that:

a) redirects a high gain transmit beam to a source
b) forms a receive “beam” for signals arriving from anywhere over a

hemisphere
c) has no sidelobe response for the received signal
d) forms independent error signals usable over a hemisphere
e) can become an adaptive receive array



BACKGROUND

The scheme uses spatial frequencies (SFs) as a basis . SFs have been used in radio
astronomy (Reference 1), in imaging systems such as earth observation (Reference 2),
and in nuclear magnetic resonance imaging systems (Reference 3) .

SFs are the transform of spatial location:  for each and every spatial location or source,
a unique set of SFs is generated . A measure of SFs, then, leads to a unique location of
each source. The ability to resolve angular separation of sources is a function of the
highest SF available, which, in turn, is a function of the receive aperture size . SFs may
be measured with interferometer pairs . Justification for measuring SFs with
interferometer pairs is provided in Reference 2 where SFs corresponding to selected
element spacings of a thinned array are generated . By employing a multiple local
oscillator (LO) technique as described in References 1 and 4, and making use of the
property of SFs that allows them to be multiplied and heterodyned, an additional set of
SFs can be generated . A contiguous set of SFs so generated appear to have originated
from an imaginary array that is fully filled with antenna elements . Summation of the
set produces a pattern with resolution and freedom from interference associated with
the fully filled array.

A typical system could contain a thinned array of antenna elements for measurements
in each of two orthogonal planes as achievable from a Mills-Cross array . The direction
both in azimuth and elevation and identification (modulation) of a signal arriving from
anywhere in a hemisphere which contains the Mills-Cross in its equatorial plane can
be resolved instantaneously.

Determination of range can be passively accomplished by determining the curvature
of the wavefront incident on the receive aperture, i.e., by a measurement of the phase
differences between the SFs . This operation in equivalent to focusing in optics, with
greatest accuracy of determination at shorter ranges.

The SFs derived from a thinned receive array can be used to phase a fully filled
transmit array, as described in Reference 1, where a transmit beam is directed to a
source. Alternatively, with additional processing, SFs can be utilized to generate both
a (sin X)/X sum signal and unique error signals, usable over a hemisphere, that can
direct a steerable platform to point to and track a signal source . The receive sum beam
can be processed such that there are no sidelobe responses (Reference 4) .
Superresolution (3% of a beamwidth resolution) appears achievable by combining
these latter properties (sum and error signals).



THEORY

When measured with interferometer pairs, SFs have the form:

SF = A cos (ωIFt ± (nπD/λ) sin θ) (1)
where:

n = harmonic number
D = element spacing
λ = wavelength
D/λ = spatial frequency argument
θ = spatial angle
IF = intermediate frequency

(1) is a function whose value changes only in phase with a change in θ or D/λ. The
fundamental SF is measured by an interferometer pair with a half-wavelength
separation, the second harmonic by a pair with one-wavelength separation, etc.

Synchronous detection of (1) reduces the SFs to baseband . Real and imaginary
components of the SFs are obtained by multiplying (1) by cos ωIFt and sin ωIFt
respectively:

Real SFs = A cos [(n πD/λ) sin θ] (2)
Imaginary  SFs = A sin [(n πD/λ) sin θ] (3)

(2) differs from (1) in that changes in θ and D/λ produce changes in amplitudes.

Summing a contiguous set of N real SFs (a tranform) results in a voltage pattern:

Σ real SFs = A
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where:

γ =  (πDo/λ) sin θ
D/λ = spacing of lowest harmonic pair = 0.5

Summation of N imaginary SFs produces:

Σ imaginary SFs = A
N
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Summation of odd harmonics of the imaginary SFs with amplitudes  inversely
proportional to the harmonic number results in a function that approaches the signum
function over a wide range of angles:
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DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Shown in Figure 1 is a typical retrodirective system with separate receive and transmit
arrays, each with half-wavelength element spacings . Separate arrays are shown
because it is assumed that the receive frequency differs form the transmit frequency .
Signals from the receive elements (Figure 1A) marked with X’s (two orthogonal 3 x 3
thinned arrays) are processed to reveal sets of SFs generated by the signal . By
combining the processed phases from the two arrays (Figure 1B), the fully filled
receive and transmit arrays (Figure 1C) are then phased-up so as to point high gain
beams at the signal source.

The signals received by the thinned array elements are first downconverted to a
convenient common intermediate frequency (IF) . The signals are then processed in
signal processors (one processor for the vertical array and another for the horizontal
array) as described in References 1 and 4 . These processed signals are then combined
in phase combiners and applied to the downconverted receive element signals making
the received signals all in-phase regardless of signal direction . After upconverting to
the transmit frequency, the phase corrected signals are applied to the transmit array of
elements. This latter operation phases the elements of the transmit array such that a
beam is automatically formed in the direction of the received signal, requiring no
phase shifters or moving parts . Since element spacings are half-wavelength for both
receive and transmit, there will be no squint of the transmit beam.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a scheme where the signal processing as used above is
extended to provide sum signals without sidelobes and unique stand-alone error
signals that can be used to direct a steerable platform to anywhere in the hemisphere,
as described in Reference 4 . In this operation the SFs at an IF are translated to both
real and imaginary SFs at baseband . These error signals differ from conventional
monopulse error signals in that they acquire over a hemisphere rather than just a
beamwidth. In this arrangement signals from the thinned array, mounted on the
steerable platform, are processed as previously . The SFs in this case, however, are
translated to baseband before summing . When these error signals are used in
conjunction with a Mailloux phase generator the system becomes an adaptive array
(Reference 1).



Summation of the real SFs at baseband produces a voltage vs. angle pattern whose
excursions are both positive and negative . By passing this output through a detector
biased to the peak of the second sidelobe, all sidelobe responses are removed from the
output.

Summation of the odd numbered imaginary SFs with amplitudes inversely
proportional to the harmonic number produces a stand-alone error signal that is
voltage positive for all positive angles to +80°, voltage negative for all negative angles
to -80° and zero at angle zero . When applied to a steerable platform, as in Figure 2,
the positioner will point to and track the signal source . Dishes on the steerable
platform, one for reception and one for transmission in this case, can be used in the
conventional manner . Note that steering vectors are not required for pointing the
platform.

Summation of all available imaginary SFs at baseband produces a stand-alone error
signal useful over a limited range of angles, limited because of voltage reversals
within its hemisphere . When used in conjunction with the sum signal, this error signal,
which is independently steerable, can help in resolving multiple signal sources within
a beamwidth as well as provide high tracking accuracy for steerable platforms
(Reference 4).

CONCLUSION

A  retrodirective array system that requires no phase shifters or switches in its
operation is applicable where directive antennas are required but where a priori
knowledge of relative locations of source and receiver are unknown.
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